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This DyVision Video Tape Emulator plugin is just like one of the thousands of video tapes of a real video tape recorder. The
plugin replicates the sound of the tape by using different built-in audio effects or by manually tweaking the audio waveforms.
The plugin has the following key features: * Build-in Audio Effects (FM, AM, SME, MM, Bark, S&H, Stereo, Mono,
Panoramic) * 10 Video Tape audio effects (Speakers, Tunnels, Sound Waves, Sound Field, Stereo, Mono, Panoramic, Tunnels
2) * Post processor mode * Phase Inversion * Side Stereo / Side Mono * Three color levels * Built-in real time spectrogram for
visualizing the frequency content of the audio signals * Built-in pitch control * Signal level control * Amplitude control *
Frequency control * Volume control * Phase control * Cine control * Tape speed control * Playback rate control * Player
control * Time stretch control * Full control of the audio effects * Player selector for choosing the desired source * Tuning for
the correct audio tape audio effects * 8 Voices of background music * Sound effects * Bonus Effects (Stereo, Mono, Mono,
Mono Dual, Mono Double) * Position indicator (true or false) * Audio settings saving and loading * 100% VST compatible *
It’s 100% easy to use This DyVision Video Tape Emulator plugin can be used with any DAW in any application, any operating
system. DyVision Video Tape Emulator Requirements: DyVision Video Tape Emulator plugin is based on the official DYV
format (Flash Player) which is used for audio/video editing on Mac OS and PC. DyVision Video Tape Emulator plugin is
written in C++ and it is a multi-threaded plugin for the latest versions of Windows (32 and 64 bits), Mac OS and Linux.
Lowpass Synthesizer Plugin offers a a fast and easy way to create spectral bass sound effects. The resulting sounds are similar to
low pass reverbs, but without the long reverber tails. Lowpass Synthesizer Plugin is designed to work with Lowpass Synthesizer.
Lowpass Synthesizer Plugin Description: Lowpass Synthesizer Plugin is a VST plugin. It is a super fast and easy to

DyVision Video Tape Emulator License Keygen

The KEYMACRO 2.0 is a professional wavetable synthesizer based on exclusive technology developed in the context of Euro
Keyshop Studio. This powerful synthesizer allows you to manipulate more than 70 waveforms with a reduced set of controls.
KEYMACRO 2.0 has a powerful set of effects and can create musical samples using the 64 voices of its analog synth engine.
Now, with the KEYMACRO 2.0, you can create complete songs using the virtual keyboard! CONTROLS: - Pitch and fine
control - Volume - FX - Two LFOs - Reverb - 16 unison echoes - 16 combi LFOs - High and Low filters - An additional button
to perform the 'cyclic' pitch movement. - An additional knob to speed up or slow down the oscillator. - An additional knob to
modify the oscillator decay. - An additional knob to modify the oscillator resolution. - An additional knob to modify the
oscillator attack. - An additional modulator that can be used for Reverb. - An additional modulator that can be used for Pitch. -
An additional modulator that can be used for High/Low filters. - An additional modulator that can be used for an additional
Echo - An additional modulator that can be used for a Combination of LFO 1 and 2 (LFO 2 multiplied by an additional LFO
knob). - An additional modulator that can be used to modify the Speed of Oscillator - An additional modulator that can be used
to modify the Tone Depth (LFO 1 and 2) - An additional modulator that can be used to modify the Tone (LFO 1 and 2) - An
additional modulator that can be used to modify the Inversion. - An additional modulator that can be used to modify the Pitch
(LFO 1 and 2) - An additional modulator that can be used to modify the Volume (LFO 1 and 2) - An additional modulator that
can be used to modify the Rate. - An additional modulator that can be used to modify the Attack. - An additional modulator that
can be used to modify the Filter Cutoff. - An additional modulator that can be used to modify the Filter Resonance. - An
additional modulator that can be used to modulate the Delay - An additional modulator that can be used to modulate
1d6a3396d6
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DyVision's tape emulator helps you connect and play video programs that were created with the SMPTE-standard format, which
is the standard for most video tape systems in the United States. You can also play programs recorded on other tape formats. DV
Player (Install) Description: DVPlayer is a handy tool to play back virtually all video formats on your computers with full
screen, multiple windows and alpha-blended windows. It supports DV, VHS, SVCD and DVD video. With DVPlayer, you can
pause, rewind, fast forward and change the speed. It also supports multiple camera sources and time selection. You can even
view your TV through your computer using the Composite video output port. DVPlayer supports DV, VHS, SVCD, DVB,
XVID, DVG and SDI video input formats. Download: DVJ (Install) Description: A simple but powerful tool to edit DV files
and convert between formats. It is possible to add, delete, copy, cut, paste, reverse, forward and speed up or slow down any parts
of the video and audio streams. Special options are also available to remove any unwanted sections, repair errors and duplicate.
It even has a built-in GOM (get the missing part) option, which enables you to restore a specific time code by putting in a
corresponding offset. So if the tape has lost a time code, it can be easily located. DVJ will also remember where you have
inserted a particular segment and automatically jump to that part. Download: DVJ2 (Install) Description: Easily Convert DivX
to another format, just by drag and drop. Support DV, VOB, VHX, AVI, MOV, MPG, WMV, MP4, RM, RMVB, SWF,
WEBM, SRT, ISO, MKV, TS, XVID, DVD, VCD, SVCD, ASF, SVOB, VOB, TS and TPE formats. Download: DVJIT (Install)
Description: DVJIT is

What's New in the?

DyVision is a VST plugin especially designed to replicate the audio textures of recordings made on video tape. The plugin is
very easy to use and to obtain the desired distortion effects, all you have to do is adjust a few parameter knobs. The major
advantage of DyVision compared to other tape emulation plugins is the fact that it allows you to dynamically adjust the audio
distortion, equalization and echo effect along the duration of a track, allowing you to have great flexibility and a very personal
sound. DyVision provides three audio modes: Analog Tape, Remaster Tape and Digital Tape. In each of these modes, you have
full control over all parameters. In analog tape mode, the Plugin mimics the effects of an analog tape recorder. In remaster tape
mode, the Plugin applies three selected equalization filters to an existing audio signal. This allows you to specify the frequency
response of the tape. In digital tape mode, you can use the tape as a digital recorder and record onto audio CDs. This is done by
recording an audio CD in one audio track and converting the audio CD to a wav file in the second audio track. In all cases, you
can apply both mono and stereo outputs. You can also apply various compression levels. Features: •Apply various levels of
distortion to the signal using a standard VU meter •Apply a 1st order high pass filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a
2nd order high pass filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 10th order high pass filter to all signals (mono and stereo)
•Apply a 1st order low pass filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 2nd order low pass filter to all signals (mono and
stereo) •Apply a 10th order low pass filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 1st order high band filter to all signals
(mono and stereo) •Apply a 2nd order high band filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 10th order high band filter to all
signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 1st order low band filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 2nd order low band filter
to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 10th order low band filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 1st order high band
zero filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 2nd order high band zero filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a
10th order high band zero filter to all signals (mono and stereo) •Apply a 1st order low band zero filter to all signals (mono and
stereo) •Apply a 2nd order low band
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